
Mounting Instructions

Parts:

After Installation please store instructions for future reference

Fixed Frame Projection Screen

Caution

Select an appropriate area to mount the screen. Make sure the position 
selected will not interfere with existing features of your room; wall sockets, 
switches, etc... These should be avoided.

DO NOT install the screen over an electrical outlet or switch. Doing so poses 

to determine where the studs are located in the wall. The screen MUST be 
mounted to the studs- NEVER rely on gypsum board, drywall, or thin wall 
materials to support the weight of the screen!

Use extreme caution when unpacking the screen, do not use knives or 
sharp objects to open the packing boxes.

Care and Cleaning

and water. DO NOT use harsh detergents, chemicals, distilled spirits or 
petro-chemicals to clean the screen; doing so may result in severe damage 
to the screen or the frame coating.

If the felt covering on the frame gets dusty or covered with lint, use a 
household vacuum cleaner with a brush or furniture cleaning attachment to 
clean the felt. We do not recommend using excessive amounts of water on 
the felt.
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According to the surface of installation, choose the 
appropriate screws needed for mounting (use mounting 
screws for wood surfaces, use mounting screws and concrete 
anchors for concrete surfaces).

Tools Required

Screwdriver

Drill Bit

Spirit Level

Pencil or Pen Power Drill
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Line up the parts shown in the 

diagram above.

hold the sides together.

Connect the corner pieces to all four 

sides.
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Flip the screen over. Slide the rods 

through all four edges of the screen.
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positions of the bracket locations on 

the screen.

Install the springs on the four 

corners and middle position of each 

Install the remaining springs one by 

one in order.
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Screw in all four brackets.
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Use your measurements from step 8 to correctly 

locate the wall section of the bracket and mark 

9

8

6

Fix the wall brackets using 

doubt we recommend contacting a 
professional.


